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Conference PRESENTERS

ADRIAN BERTOLINI
Dr Adrian Bertolini is the founder of Intuyu Consulting, an 

educational consultancy that works with teachers and schools 

to unleash learning. His journey began as a curious kid growing 

up in Dandenong and led to him gaining degrees in science and 

engineering as well as teaching aerospace engineering at RMIT 

University. He now works to inspire a new generation of STEM 

practitioners. Adrian’s deep passion to nurture and spark cross-

sectoral STEM learning in schools led him to start the It Takes a 

Spark! conferences. He is acknowledged for being an engaging, 

passionate and knowledgeable speaker, facilitator and coach.  

JAMES ANDERSON
The foundation of James Anderson’s work is the growth mindset. 

As creator of the Mindset Continuum, James takes teachers 

beyond simple social media catchphrases to create a teaching 

framework that develops robust and enduring growth mindsets 

in the classroom. James’s work skilfully unites Arthur L Costa 

and Bena Kallick’s Habits of Mind, K Anders Ericsson’s critical 

work on practice and Carol Dweck’s work on growth mindset to 

create a powerful combination that increases student effi cacy and 

achieves improved learning outcomes and learner agility.

MARIE ALCOCK 
Dr Marie Alcock has spent the last 25 years working in public 

and private education as a teacher, administrator and public 

advocate. As president of Learning Systems Associates, she 

serves as a national and international education consultant, and 

she is the founder of Tomorrow’s Education Network, a non-profi t 

dedicated to promoting student literacy. Marie is a prolifi c author 

and works with schools to improve student motivation and literacy 

development through digital tools, game design and questing.

SELENA FISK
Selena Fisk, EdD, is the founder of Aasha for Schools, an educational 

consultancy that helps teachers and school leaders see the benefi ts 

of using data to develop thriving school communities. She has 

16 years’ teaching experience in both state and private schools 

in Queensland, Australia, and in comprehensive schools in South 

London, England. She earned her Doctor of Education degree from 

Queensland University of Technology in 2017 and has held a range 

of leadership roles in her career, including learning area-specifi c 

leadership and whole-school curriculum and pedagogy. Selena has 

authored two books on the effective use of data in schools.

JOHN & SHEILA ELLER 
John F Eller, PhD, is a highly sought after international consultant 

with a strong background in high-performance coaching, 

developing professional learning communities, teacher growth and 

appraisal processes, facilitation skills and working successfully 

with confl ict and diffi cult people. John is a former principal, the 

director of a principals’ centre and an assistant superintendent. He 

was honoured as a National Distinguished Principal with the US 

Department of Education and his school was selected as a FINE 

school for its success in turning around the achievement of its 

students. John has written many articles, developed educational 

resources and authored several bestselling books. 

Sheila A Eller, EdD, is an educator, author and consultant. She 

specialises in building positive school culture, student interventions, 

energising staff and implementing the PLC and the RTI processes. 

Sheila works with schools, leaders and educators to transform their 

schools into positive learning environments for students and staff. 

Sheila has also authored several bestselling books.

JULIE CANHAM
Julie Canham is the principal of Shailer Park State School, the 

fi rst model PLC school in Queensland. Over the past 20 years, 

she has served as a teacher, literacy coach, regional school 

improvement offi cer, deputy principal and principal. Julie is also 

an accredited Response to Intervention (RTI) at Work™ training 

associate for Hawker Brownlow Education. In her work as an 

educational consultant she supports system educational leaders, 

school leaders and leadership teams in the effective development 

and delivery of a range of professional learning programs, with a 

focus on building individual staff capacity and high-performing 

teams. 

FIONA FORMAN 
Fiona Forman is an author, speaker, facilitator and trainer in the 

areas of well-being and positive psychology. Having spent many 

years as a primary school teacher, she is passionate about placing 

well-being at the heart of school life and has seen fi rsthand the 

great benefi ts of empowering children, teachers and parents to 

understand, value and enhance their own mental health. Fiona 

holds an MSc in Applied Positive Psychology, the science of well-

being, from the University of East London. Fiona is the co-author of 

Weaving Well-Being, an international multi-level positive education 

program for primary school students, and the author of Wired for 

Well-Being, a new well-being program for secondary schools. 

Australasia’s leading conference for educators is back in 2021: the Thinking & Learning Conference. Hawker Brownlow 

Education is assembling some of the biggest names in education in one location for three days of exceptional professional 

learning.

Popular past speakers such as Jay McTighe and Carol Tomlinson will be returning with new insights, while others – including 

Marie Alcock and Fiona Forman – will be making their conference debut. With a diverse range of individual sessions and full-day 

institutes, participants can build a conference schedule to suit their professional learning interests and needs.

From data to differentiation, PLCs to well-being, the 2021 Thinking & Learning Conference will inspire educators and equip 

them with the knowledge and practical strategies to signifi cantly advance student achievement.
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JANELLE WILLS
Dr Janelle Wills is the lead training associate for High Reliability 

Schools, the New Art and Science of Teaching and other Marzano 

Research topics. She works extensively with schools, regions and 

systems throughout Australia. With over 30 years of teaching and 

leadership experience, Janelle maintains a strong commitment 

to continued learning that enables her to remain both informed 

and innovative in her approach. Janelle is the author of numerous 

articles and books.

GAVIN GRIFT
Gavin Grift is the founder and CEO of Grift Education. His passion, 

commitment, humour and highly engaging style have made 

him one of Australia’s most in-demand presenters. He led the 

development of PLC networks across Australia, culminating in the 

establishment of the Centre for Professional Learning Communities 

and is a training associate for Thinking Collaborative’s Cognitive 

Coaching and Teacher Leadership seminars as well as PLC at 

Work. Gavin is the co-founder of the Centre of Learning Architects 

and has co-authored numerous articles and bestselling books. 

JANELLE McGANN
Janelle McGann, MAEd, is a global educator with over 25 years’ 

experience in both public and private schools in Australia, 

Ireland and the United States. Her work with schools focuses on 

supporting teachers as curriculum designers and instructional 

leaders, designing more effective curriculum and pedagogy to 

meet the needs of students. Janelle is the lead Understanding by 

Design (UbD) training associate for Hawker Brownlow Education. 

She has worked closely with Jay McTighe to successfully 

implement UbD in her own and other Australian schools. 

JAY McTIGHE
Jay McTighe has a wealth of experience developed during a rich 

and varied career in education. Jay has published numerous 

books as well as articles in a number of leading journals, and his 

books have been translated into 10 languages. In recognition of 

his ongoing work in education, Jay was selected to participate 

in the Education Policy Fellowship Program through the Institute 

for Educational Leadership in Washington, DC. He served as 

a member of the National Assessment Forum, a coalition of 

education and civil rights organisations advocating reforms in 

national, state and local assessment policies and practices. 

Jay also served a three-year term on the ASCD Publications 

Committee, acting as committee chair from 1994 to 1995.

ANTHONY MUHAMMAD 
Dr Anthony Muhammad is a sought-after educational consultant. 

A practitioner for nearly 20 years, he has served as a teacher, 

assistant principal and principal for middle school and high 

school. His has earned several awards as both a teacher and a 

principal. As a researcher, Anthony has published multiple books 

and articles, and he regularly gives seminars on the subject of 

transforming school culture. 

CAROL TOMLINSON
Dr Carol Tomlinson’s career as an educator includes 21 years 

as a public school teacher, 12 years as a program administrator 

of special services for struggling and advanced learners and 30 

years as a faculty member at the University of Virginia’s Curry 

School of Education and Human Development. Carol is the author 

of over 300 articles, book chapters, books and other professional 

development materials. She works throughout the United States 

and internationally with teachers whose goal is to develop more 

responsive, heterogeneous classrooms.

LEE WATANABE-CROCKETT
Lee Watanabe-Crockett works with governments, education 

systems, international agencies and corporations to help people 

and organisations connect to their highest purpose and realise 

their wishes for the future. Joyful curiosity is the foundation of 

his approach to creating vital learning environments for groups 

around the world through the two organisations he as founded: 

the Global Digital Citizen Foundation and Wabisabi Learning. His 

bestselling books have garnered many awards and are used in 

schools and universities around the world.

GLEN PEARSALL
Glen Pearsall works throughout Australia as an educational 

consultant. He was previously a teacher at Eltham High School 

and a board member of the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment 

Authority. He is a Cambridge Education associate, a masterclass 

presenter for TTA and has a long association with the Teacher 

Learning Network. He has also worked as a research fellow at 

the Centre for Youth Research. Glen is the author of several 

bestselling books.

ADRIENNE GEAR
Adrienne Gear has been teaching in Vancouver, Canada, for over 

20 years. After several years as a district Literacy Mentor for the 

Vancouver School District she is now happy to be back ‘home’ 

teaching part-time in the classroom. When not teaching, Adrienne 

presents workshops, conducts demonstration lessons and 

facilitates teacher leadership groups throughout British Columbia 

as well as internationally. She is the author of seven books on 

teaching reading and writing, and her work has been translated 

into French, Swedish, Danish and Chinese. 

For more information visit www.hbe.com.au/hbconf
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THURSDAY 20 MAY
8.45 AM –
10.30 AM SESSION ONE TOPIC

ANDERSON The Learning Landscape
Teaching practice; 
Engagement

FISK Using and analysing data in Australian schools Data

FORMAN
Helping our kids to fl ourish: An introduction to the 
Weaving Well-Being program

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR
Powerful Understanding: Deepening understanding 
of self, others and the world

Literacy

GRIFT
Collaborative teams at work: 12 actions to make a 
PLC cycle of learning thrive

PLC; Teaching 
practice

MCTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum and 
assessment system for twenty-fi rst century learning

Curriculum; 
Assessment; 
21st century skills

PEARSALL
Practical questioning techniques for eliciting and 
responding to your students

Assessment; 
Engagement

TOMLINSON 
& MCGANN Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration Differentiation

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 1

Teaching practice; 
21st century skills

WILLS Engaging learners Engagement

11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO TOPIC

ANDERSON
Growth mindsets: Creating a culture of growth in 
your classroom and school

Teaching practice; 
Engagement

FISK Using data walls to maximise student success
Data; School 
improvement

FORMAN
Embedding the Weaving Well-Being program into 
the whole-school setting

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR
Powerful Understanding: Deepening understanding 
of self, others and the world

Literacy

GRIFT
Teachers as architects of learning: Effective 
strategies for learning-focused teachers 

Teaching practice

MCTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum and 
assessment system for twenty-fi rst century learning

Curriculum; 
Assessment;
21st century skills

PEARSALL
Learning goals and feedback techniques that are 
fast, formative and effective

Assessment; 
Engagement

TOMLINSON 
& MCGANN Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration Differentiation

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 2

Teaching practice;  
21st century skills

WILLS Building academic vocabulary Literacy

1.45 PM –
3.30 PM SESSION THREE TOPIC

ANDERSON
Learner agency: Defi ning quality learning and 
creating quality learners

Teaching practice; 
Engagement

FISK Using data to support gifted and ‘at-risk’ students
Data; Gifted; 
Differentiation

FORMAN
You matter here: A whole-school approach to 
nurturing children’s well-being

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR
Powerful Understanding: Deepening understanding 
of self, others and the world

Literacy

GRIFT Strengthen your use of explicit instruction Teaching practice

MCTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum and 
assessment system for twenty-fi rst century learning

Curriculum;  
Assessment; 
21st century skills

PEARSALL
Reducing correction more quickly as a third-stage 
tool

Assessment; 
Engagement

TOMLINSON 
& MCGANN Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration Differentiation

WATANABE-
CROCKETT Mindfulness: The heart of the practice

Well-being and 
mental health

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching reading Literacy

FRIDAY 21 MAY
8.45 AM –
10.30 AM SESSION ONE TOPIC

ALCOCK What will kids need to know 25 years from now? 21st century skills

ELLER & ELLER Holding diffi cult and professional conversations Leadership

FORMAN Teacher well-being: Approaches from positive 
psychology

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR
Reading Power: Linking thinking to reading 
instruction

Literacy

MCTIGHE &
MCGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design Curriculum

MUHAMMAD What is school culture and why should I care?
School 
improvement

PEARSALL
Practical approaches to peer observation and 
coaching

Data; Teaching 
practice

TOMLINSON Leading for differentiation
Differentiation; 
Leadership

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindfulness: The heart of the practice (REPEAT)
Well-being and 
mental health

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching Teaching practice

11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO TOPIC

ALCOCK Questing: Maximising student engagement Engagement

ELLER & ELLER Planning and developing energised meetings
Leadership; 
School 
improvement

FORMAN
Helping our adolescents to fl ourish: An introduction 
to the Wired for Well-Being program

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR Going deeper with Reading Power Literacy

MCTIGHE & 
MCGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design Curriculum

MUHAMMAD Transforming school culture framework
School 
improvement

PEARSALL Practical approaches to teaching texts
Literacy; English; 
Teaching practice

TOMLINSON Grading in a differentiated classroom
Differentiation; 
Assessment

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies of 
innovative learning – Part 1

Well-being and 
mental health;  
Assessment

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching Teaching practice

1.45 PM –
3.30 PM  SESSION THREE TOPIC

ALCOCK Teaching self-navigation skills to all learners Engagement

ELLER & ELLER
Working positively during the school culture change 
process

Leadership; 
School 
improvement

FORMAN
Raising resilient children: Approaches from positive 
psychology

Well-being and 
mental health

GEAR
Reading Power plus: Reading Power in the content 
areas

Literacy

MCTIGHE & 
MCGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design Curriculum

MUHAMMAD
Building purpose and overcoming frustration on 
your improvement journey

School 
improvement

PEARSALL
Creating positive classrooms: Practical classroom 
management 

Behaviour 
management

TOMLINSON
Do this, not that: A hands-on analysis of teacher 
plans for differentiation

Differentiation; 
Teaching practice

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies of 
innovative learning – Part 2

Well-being and 
mental health;  
Assessment

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching Teaching practice

SESSIONS AT A GLANCE
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SATURDAY 22 MAY
8.45 AM –
10.30 AM SESSION ONE TOPIC

ALCOCK
Designing modern learning spaces: Architecture, 
furniture and curriculum

Engagement; 
Teaching practice

BERTOLINI Understanding and defi ning the purpose of STEM STEM

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 
Behaviour 
management

ELLER & ELLER Developing and supporting leadership teams Leadership

FISK Characteristics of effective data-informed leadership Data; Leadership

GEAR
Writing Power: Effective writing instruction and 
assessment

Literacy; English

GRIFT Becoming an exceptional coach Leadership

MUHAMMAD Bringing the four PLC questions to life PLC

TOMLINSON 
& MCTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

21st Century 
skills; Curriculum

WILLS Developing metacognitive behaviours 
Teaching practice; 
Engagement

11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO TOPIC

ALCOCK Making questing work for all students Engagement

BERTOLINI
Experiencing a design thinking challenge and the 
pedagogy of STEM

STEM

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 
Behaviour 
management

ELLER & ELLER Developing the ‘care factor’ in your school
Leadership; 
School 
improvement

FISK Developing an action plan for data-informed change
Data; School 
improvement

GEAR Non-fi ction Writing Power Literacy; English

GRIFT
Infl uencing up, down and within: The fi ve critical 
roles for teacher leadership

Leadership

MUHAMMAD The four skills of transformational leaders
Leadership; 
School 
improvement

TOMLINSON 
& MCTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

21st century 
skills; Curriculum

WILLS Dialogue for meaning making
Teaching practice; 
Engagement

1.45 PM –
3.30 PM SESSION THREE TOPIC

ALCOCK The new teacher job description
21st century 
skills; Teaching 
practice

BERTOLINI Assessing STEM learning STEM

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 
Behaviour 
management

ELLER & ELLER Leading in rapidly changing times Leadership

FISK Developing data-informed learners
Data; 
Engagement

GEAR
A powerful year of writing: Organising your writing 
program in three easy structures 

Literacy; English

GRIFT
Five Ways of Being: What Learning Leaders think, 
do and say every day 

Leadership

MUHAMMAD Collaboration is a lifestyle, not a meeting! PLC

TOMLINSON 
& MCTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

21st century 
skills; Curriculum

WILLS Ethical thinking: What is it? How is it developed? 21st century skills

About institutes
Institutes are full-day workshops within 

the Thinking & Learning Conference 

comprising three linked sessions in 

a single day. They are designed for 

participants to explore a topic in greater 

depth than is possible in a single session. 

An institute is intended to be attended in 

its entirety. It is not recommended that 

registrants attend single sessions that 

form part of an institute stream.

Build your conference
Looking to improve your knowledge in 

a particular topic area? The Thinking & 
Learning Conference provides a diverse 

range of individual sessions and full-day 

institutes to allow you to build a schedule 

that suits your professional learning 

needs. Simply use the adjacent guide to 

discover which sessions are relevant to 

your needs before reading the session 

overviews on the following pages. Then 

you can select your sessions by fi lling 

out and returning the registration form at 

the back of this brochure or registering 

online at hbe.com.au.

INSTITUTES

5
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THURSDAY 20 MAY

Powerful Understanding: Deepening understanding of self, 
others and the world
Adrienne Gear will explain the Powerful Understanding model and how it can be 
used to help students read, connect and refl ect to deepen their understanding of 
themselves, others and the world. See how Adrienne has integrated her Reading 
Power strategies into this model to extend and deepen learning. Adrienne will spend 
the fi rst part of this workshop revisiting some of the key concepts of Reading Power 
and then show how she took this foundation of ‘deep understanding of text’ to ‘deep 
understanding of learning’. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand the Powerful Understanding model
• Investigate social–emotional learning
• Examine deeper understanding of self, others and the world 

Topic: Literacy

SESSION 1: Helping our kids to fl ourish: An introduction to 
the Weaving Well-Being program
Research shows that nurturing children’s well-being is the foundation for all other 
successful outcomes. Although our children are facing increasing challenges 
in recent times, we can equip them with the skills to cope and to fl ourish despite 
the challenges and diffi  culties they will face. The Weaving Well-Being program is 
designed to equip children with evidence-based skills and strategies from the fi eld of 
positive psychology, the science of well-being. It is a multi-year program created for 
children aged seven to 12 years and comprises 10 lessons for each year level. This 
workshop explores the background of the program, ideas for implementation and the 
many practical strategies it provides.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the link between well-being and successful school outcomes
• Review the current challenges facing our children
• Explore the fi eld of positive psychology
• Gain an understanding of the Weaving Well-Being program
• Investigate practical classroom interventions from the program

Topic: Well-being and mental health

Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration
Carol Tomlinson and Janelle McGann are both long-time practitioners and advocates 
of differentiating instruction to address the needs and interests of the very diverse 
learners in teachers’ classrooms. In their joint session, the pair will guide thinking 
and learning about why differentiation matters. They will explore how to create 
classroom environments that invite learning, how to think about curriculum and 
assessment effectively with diverse student populations, some dos and don’ts 
related to instruction, and some tips for getting started with differentiation. Carol and 
Janelle will model some key aspects of differentiation during the session and will use 
a backchannel to address some questions.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the what and why of differentiation and practical tips for getting started
• Attain practical tools and strategies for creating engaging learning 

environments for all students
• Identify models for differentiating content, process and product
• Discuss practical strategies and tips for classroom assessment
• Plan practical strategies and tips for leading and managing a differentiated 

classroom
Topic: Differentiation

Adrienne GEAR

Fiona FORMAN

Gavin GRIFT

TOMLINSON and McGANN

Continued... Continued...

Continued...

SESSION 2: Embedding the Weaving Well-Being program into 
the whole-school setting
Research shows that a two-component approach is most effective for nurturing 
children’s well-being in schools: the presence of a whole school culture of well-being 
and teaching children evidence-based skills and strategies. The Weaving Well-Being 
program is a multi-year positive psychology program with 10 lessons for each year 
level. It aims to teach children these skills in a structured and incremental way. 
Embedding the program across a whole-school setting can maximise its benefi ts 
and ensure a cohesive approach to its use. This workshop will provide an outline to 
the program and also offer practical suggestions for embedding it throughout the 
entire school.
Objectives and outcomes: 

• Explore the two-component approach to nurture well-being in schools
• Gain an understanding of the Weaving Well-Being program

• Explore ideas for embedding the program in the whole-school setting
Topic: Well-being and mental health

SESSION 3: You matter here: A whole-school approach to 
nurturing children’s well-being
A positive and supportive school culture is a vital element in nurturing children’s well-
being. Within such a culture, children feel safe, seen, secure, heard and valued. Such 
a culture conveys three powerful messages to children: You matter here. You belong 
here. You can succeed here. How is such a culture created? It is done through the 
numerous informal and formal interactions between teachers and children on a day-
to-day basis. This workshop will provide practical ideas for developing a nurturing 
whole-school culture while also reminding teachers of the incredible work they already 
do regularly, which is not always valued or recognised within the education system.
Objectives and outcomes: 

• Review the characteristics of a positive whole-school culture
• Explore practical ideas for developing such a culture 

• Recognise and value the work already being done in this area
Topic: Well-being and mental health

SESSION 1: Collaborative teams at work: 12 actions to make 
a PLC cycle of learning thrive
In this session, Gavin will share his insights from the last 10 years of taking PLC 
research and making it a reality in schools. Learn about the 12 actions collaborative 
teams must take to truly transform student learning and the pitfalls to avoid in your 
efforts to ensure collaboration genuinely leads to higher levels of student and teacher 
learning. Leave the session with a blueprint for collaborative teams to use as part of 
ongoing efforts to transform learning for students and teachers back in school. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the actions and associated tasks required for teams to answer the 
critical PLC questions 

• Discuss the potential pitfalls and learn how to avoid them 
• Discover the true work and focus of high-performing collaborative teams

Topic: Professional learning communities; Teaching practice

SESSION 2: Teachers as architects of learning: Effective 
strategies for learning-focused teachers 
In this session, discover your natural disposition for teaching and learn about the 
implications of this to your ongoing development as a teacher. You will also learn 
how to apply key learning constructs to your own ‘growth edge’. Gavin will outline 
high-leverage strategies for learning to enable teachers to make better use of time, 
develop safe and supportive classrooms, use successful questioning approaches 
and know how to use feedback to affect teacher and student learning. This is a must-
attend session for anyone in the business of supporting teacher growth or for those 
committed to discovering insights into their own practice and how to strengthen it. 
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Glen PEARSALL

James ANDERSON

Continued... Continued...

Continued... Continued...

SESSION 1: The Learning Landscape
The Learning Landscape is a powerful metaphor for learning that will not only bring 
learning to life in your classroom but also help your students become better learners. 
In this session, learn how to navigate the Learning Landscape and climb mountains 
of expertise. You will be introduced to the four Challenge Pits and the role they play 
in helping students understand why some challenges are easier than others. Learn 
how to fi ll your students’ backpacks with powerful Habits of Mind and explore how 
the narrative of the Learning Landscape helps students develop a growth mindset, 
understand their active role in their learning and build learner agency. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the Learning Landscape as a metaphor for understanding the learning 
process

• Examine the four Challenge Pits and how they affect learning
• Discover the Habits of Mind and how they can help students to change their 

mindset
Topic: Teaching practice; Engagement

SESSION 2: Growth mindsets: Creating a culture of growth in 
your classroom and school
This session will challenge almost everything you thought you knew about growth 
mindsets. James will explore why most current growth mindset interventions are 
failing and dispel the myriad social media myths and misunderstandings. James 
will then explore how shifting teacher mindsets is the real key to change, exploring 
how to shift from teaching about growth mindsets to interventions that really work by 
teaching for growth mindsets. A key to changing students’ mindsets is to recognise 
the critical role of the Mindset Continuum. Discover how to create positive mindset 
movers in the classroom that will move students along the continuum and create a 
growth-oriented mindset. With a focus on subtle shifts in teaching, this change can be 
achieved without any extra work. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the current growth mindset interventions and where they are failing
• Examine the role and importance of teacher mindsets in changing student 

mindsets 
• Understand the Mindset Continuum and its implications for students
• Create positive mindset movers to help students develop a growth-oriented 

mindset
Topic: Teaching practice; Engagement

Objectives and outcomes:
• Analyse how to create successful learning experiences 
• Explore high-level teaching strategies 
• Discover how to effectively use feedback to improve teacher and student 

learning
Topic: Teaching practice

SESSION 3: Strengthen your use of explicit instruction 
Ask a room full of educators how they would defi ne explicit instruction and you 
will typically get a range of different responses. In this session, develop a shared 
understanding of what explicit instruction is and how it has a signifi cant impact on 
the teaching and learning process. In this highly sought-after workshop, Gavin will 
demonstrate how to improve use of explicit instruction in the classroom through 
experiencing it fi rsthand. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Defi ne what explicit instruction is 
• Explore how explicit instruction can improve student learning 
• Examine and experience explicit instruction fi rsthand

Topic: Teaching practice

SESSION 1: Practical questioning techniques for eliciting and 
responding to your students
This session explores how making small adjustments to questioning techniques 
takes little additional preparation time but can have a profound effect on student 
outcomes. Glen discusses a score of practical techniques for eliciting and responding 
to students as a whole class and one on one. Emphasis will be given to the everyday 
challenges of questioning, offering strategies for helping students who are reluctant 
to answer questions or who offer incorrect responses, dealing with interruptions, 
eliciting more detailed answers and addressing students who dominate class 
discussion.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Identify how to foster fuller participation in class discussion
• Discuss techniques for addressing interruptions 
• Ascertain how to sequence questions effectively
• Explore strategies for eliciting more thorough ‘evidentiary reasoning’ from 

students of all abilities
Topic: Assessment; Engagement

SESSION 2: Learning goals and feedback techniques that are 
fast, formative and effective
This session investigates strategies for helping students internalise learning goals 
as well as strategies for giving and receiving feedback on your students’ progress 
towards those goals. Glen will explore a range of engaging modelling strategies 
to ensure students know what success really looks like as well as techniques for 
ensuring students not only know the learning purpose of the lesson but also use this 
goal as a compass point for guiding their learning. Glen will also explore techniques 
for giving students immediate feedback in class that they act on rather than adding 
their work to an already large pile of corrections. The focus here is on offering 
feedback that is fast, formative and effective.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Assess modelling strategies such ‘ranked’ and ‘inverted’ models and 
‘patchwork’ rubrics 

• Identify quick ways to provide students with immediate feedback in the 
classroom

• Discuss techniques for ensuring students take real ownership of learning goals
• Explore learning activities and games for quickly assessing student performance 

Topic: Assessment; Engagement

SESSION 3: Reducing correction more quickly as a third-
stage tool
This session discusses techniques for reducing written correction and encouraging 
students to take a more active role in the correction cycle. Glen explores practical 
techniques for correcting work more quickly as well as reducing the total amount 
of work you need to mark in the fi rst place. One key element of this process is using 
third-stage correction tools that ensure students play a role in reviewing their own and 
their peers’ work and take up advice more readily.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Construct activities and routines for marking student work in a timely fashion
• Explore technology that helps teachers quickly collate, assess and respond to 

student work
• Understand how to identify what elements of work students can self- and peer-

correct
• Discuss how to create feedback so that students are more likely to act on that 

advice immediately
Topic: Assessment; Engagement
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THURSDAY 20 MAY
James ANDERSON

Janelle WILLS

SESSION 3: Learner agency: Defi ning quality learning and 
creating quality learners
This workshop describes what quality learning behaviours look like and sets the 
standard for developing quality learners in your classroom. In this session discover 
why a focus on ‘student effort’ and ‘work ethic’ has been largely ineffective in 
changing student learning and explore how a focus on learner agency can make a 
huge difference to student outcomes. Identifying six different types of learners, the 
Learner Agency Matrix encourages learners to approach challenges and examine 
their Habits of Mind, feedback, mistakes and effort. When used skilfully, the matrix 
informs the teaching process, allowing teachers to give students targeted formative 
feedback about their learning behaviours. It also enables teachers to structure learning 
opportunities so students can become better learners. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Identify quality learning behaviours and how to encourage them in the 
classroom

• Defi ne six types of learners and use the Learner Agency Matrix
• Understand how to provide formative feedback to students 
• Construct effective learning opportunities

Topic: Teaching practice; Engagement

Continued

SESSION 1: Engaging learners
Engage students deeply in the joy of learning. Create a lively, dynamic classroom in 
which students are excited to learn and have the drive to keep exploring until they 
succeed. This session explores the four questions behind student engagement and 
shows how to set the stage for positive answers to each of them: 

1. How do I feel? 
2. Am I interested? 
3. Is this important? 
4. Can I do this? 

Learn how to lay a positive foundation that predisposes students to learn. Take 
away practical, research-based strategies to spark student interest and make 
learning personally relevant. Discover how to build the confi dence that gives students 
ownership of their learning. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Gain sound instructional strategies for engaging students 
• Distinguish between short-term attention and deep engagement 
• Connect classroom goals to students’ personal goals 
• Build capacity to increase student achievement 
• Nurture students’ sense of self-effi  cacy

Topic: Engagement

SESSION 2:  Building academic vocabulary 
Learn how to implement a comprehensive vocabulary program. Build a system of 
excellence that ensures students can understand complex texts, engage deeply with 
content-area concepts and participate in academic discussions. This workshop will 
guide your school or system through every step of designing and implementing a 
customised program of direct vocabulary instruction. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Develop a process for creating a list of essential academic and content-specifi c 
terms and phrases to use in direct instruction in a range of curriculum areas 

• Create systems to assess and track students’ vocabulary knowledge over time 
• Learn a six-step process for effective vocabulary instruction
• Gain practical suggestions for improving vocabulary instruction at all levels 

Topic: Literacy

SESSION 3: The New Art and Science of Teaching reading
 Only when teachers have in-depth knowledge of reading skill development can they 
deliver best-practice reading instruction and assessment to students. The New Art 
and Science of Teaching reading presents a compelling model for the stages of 
reading development structured around fi ve key topics: (1) foundational skills, (2) 
word recognition, (3) reading fl uency, (4) vocabulary and (5) reading comprehension. 
Learn from Janelle as she outlines how to guide students at all stages of literacy 
development, from learning the basic concepts of print to demonstrating advanced 
reading comprehension. Explore some of the reading-focused instructional strategies 
designed to help teachers ensure every student becomes a profi cient reader. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore a reading model that addresses how to articulate content and 
implement specifi c instructional strategies 

• Understand which elements of instruction are best suited for use in the 
teaching of reading

• Explore how general strategies for teaching can be employed alongside specifi c 
strategies to enhance teaching, enrich learning and literacy development and 
improve the classroom environment

Topic: Literacy

Continued...

Continued...

Jay McTIGHE

Creating an understanding-based curriculum and assessment 
system for twenty-fi rst century learning
A growing number of voices within and outside the educational establishment are 
calling for an enhanced emphasis on twenty-fi rst century skills. This call for a focus on 
twenty-fi rst century learning raises important and practical questions for educators, 
such as:

• How might we effectively infuse these skills into an already over-crowded 
curriculum?

• What assessment practices are needed to assess twenty-fi rst century skills in 
conjunction with academic standards? 

• What kind of teaching is needed to promote twenty-fi rst century learning for all 
learners? 

• Which current educational practices and school structures are likely to support 
the attainment of twenty-fi rst century learning outcomes, and which may inhibit 
it?

Jay McTighe will apply the principles and practices of Understanding by Design and 
ideas from his new book, Leading modern learning, to address these questions during 
an intellectually engaging full-day workshop.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Examine a systemic curriculum ‘blueprint’ for twenty-fi rst century learning
• Explore ways in which ‘backward design’ can be applied to curriculum mapping 

across the grades
• Review a curriculum framework for integrating twenty-fi rst century skills with 

academic standards
• Identify the appropriate measures needed to assess twenty-fi rst century skills 

in conjunction with academic standards
• Review a set of excellent curriculum and assessment-related websites

Topic: Curriculum; Assessment; 21st century skills

The Hawker Brownlow Education Bookstore on the Promenade
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Lee WATANABE-CROCKETT

SESSION 1: Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 1
Today’s students will face critical issues that impact our entire planet, along with 
challenges that we cannot yet imagine. We can empower them to overcome these 
obstacles for present and future generations now, in our classrooms. To do this we 
must move beyond literacy and numeracy and into the realms of critical and creative 
thinking, ethical action, and a deep awareness and understanding of our global culture. 
Your gateway to accomplishing this is through the 10 shifts of practice of future-
focused learning. In this session, explore these shifts in detail to identify opportunities 
for applying them to your everyday practice.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discover how to build units of work as a provocation for STEM or inquiry 
learning

• Understand the 10 shifts of practice for future-focused learning
• Explore how these shifts and the smaller micro-shifts can provide exciting 

challenges for your learners and transform your practice
• Discover how these shifts form a self-directed plan for meaningful and 

consistent professional growth
• Learn best practices for essential questions, personalised learning, higher-order 

tasks, making learning intentions clear and mindful assessment 
Topic: Teaching practice; 21st century skills

SESSION 2: Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 2
This session will build on the content presented in Part 1. Participants can choose to 
attend one or both of these sessions and will still come away with an understanding of 
how to encourage future-focused learning in their everyday practice.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discover how to build units of work as a provocation for STEM or inquiry 
learning

• Understand the 10 shifts of practice for future-focused learning
• Explore how these shifts and the smaller micro-shifts can provide exciting 

challenges for your learners and transform your practice
• Discover how these shifts form a self-directed plan for meaningful and 

consistent professional growth
• Learn best practices for essential questions, personalised learning, higher-order 

tasks, making learning intentions clear and mindful assessment 
Topic: Teaching practice; 21st century skills

SESSION 3: Mindfulness: The heart of the practice
Many people have experienced the typical ‘sit and think of nothing’ meditation 
sessions and, though feeling relaxed after, felt empty. It’s like eating air and wondering 
why we aren’t full. Western culture has taken from Buddhism the term ‘mindfulness’ 
without truly understanding the origin, purpose or true nature of the practice. This 
fun and informative session will bring what Lee Watanabe-Crockett has learned in 
the temples of Japan to demystify mindfulness and show how this practice relates 
to both Buddhist tradition and the development of the brain.

Objectives and outcomes:
• Learn what mindfulness practice is and what it is not
• Debunk the many misunderstandings and myths about this practice
• Understand the true nature of mindfulness and its potential
• Learn the foundations of mindfulness practice, which can be done anywhere

Topic: Well-being and mental health

Selena FISK
SESSION 1: Using and analysing data in Australian schools
Australian teachers and leaders are expected to use data to monitor student progress 
and achievement to maximise the impact that they have in classrooms and schools. 
However, university degrees are only just now beginning to catch up to this need and, 
as a result, many teachers in Australia have never undergone training in how to use and 
analyse data. This session is for educators who want to build these skills. It will cover 
the different types of data that are available in schools and the concept of triangulation, 
and propose some ways that educators can ask about and begin to act on data.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Develop an understanding of the types of data available in schools (such as 
NAPLAN, PAT testing)

• Explore the concept of triangulation 
• Dissect questions to support data analysis
• Design approaches to analysis

Topic: Data

SESSION 2:  Using data walls to maximise student success
Data walls are a high-yield strategy as they have proven to have a positive impact on 
student achievement when used well. This session will consider the value of data walls 
as tools for analysis and the different ways in which data walls can be constructed to 
convey information in a way that is useful for teachers and leaders. Educators who 
would like to learn more about data walls and different options for the display of both 
progress and achievement data would benefi t from this session. Selena welcomes 
real-life examples of data walls to construct, examine and use for planning, providing 
a practical and hands-on approach in this session.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Analyse the use of data walls
• Explore different options for creating data walls
• Cultivate ways of annotating and adjusting data walls 
• Learn to use data walls in short cycles of planning
• Determine the difference in displaying progress and achievement on a data wall

Topic: Data; School improvement

SESSION 3: Using data to support gifted and ‘at-risk’ students
Data should be used to address the needs of all students. But two groups that are 
particularly able to benefi t from data analysis and a thorough understanding of 
individual strengths and weaknesses are those students at either end of a cohort – 
those who are ‘at-risk’ and those who are gifted. This session will discuss the ways in 
which data can be used with these groups to cater for the unique needs of students in 
these categories. The session is designed to extend on understanding of the different 
types of data by looking for new ways to use data to support individual students that 
are either gifted or at-risk.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore data for differentiation
• Create a differentiation placemat
• Compare strategies for differentiation
• Outline how to track data of students that are at-risk or gifted
• Understand the use of data in short cycles of planning

Topic: Data, Gifted education; Differentiation
9
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      Adrienne GEAR Anthony MUHAMMAD
SESSION 1: Reading Power: Linking thinking to reading 
instruction
Reading Power, a practical approach to comprehension instruction that focuses on 
thinking and understanding, is being used in classrooms worldwide. Join Canadian 
teacher, author and international speaker Adrienne Gear, developer of Reading 
Power, for a dynamic introduction to this approach. In this session, Adrienne will 
explain the key concepts of Reading Power and introduce several key strategies to 
support readers’ comprehension – connect, question, visualise, infer and transform. 
She will share how Reading Power strategies can be easily integrated into your 
classroom as well as highlight lessons, student samples and some amazing anchor 
books. Adrienne’s workshops are very practical, so you will leave with ideas you can 
use right away! 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand reading skills – decoding and comprehension
• Develop comprehension instruction skills
• Explore comprehension strategies: connect, question, visualise, infer, transform
• Understand the gradual release of responsibility and levels of understanding 

text
• Develop a common language of thinking in your classroom and school

Topic: Literacy

SESSION 2: Going deeper with Reading Power 
While many students can make ‘quick connections’ and ask ‘random questions’ when 
they read, how can teachers nudge students into a deeper way of thinking through 
text? In this follow-up session to her Reading Power workshop, international speaker, 
teacher and author Adrienne Gear will outline the fi ve Reading Power strategies: 
connect, question, visualise, infer and transform. She will then share ways to help 
students make more meaningful connections and ask more thoughtful questions 
while they read. Leave Adrienne’s session armed with lessons and strategies ready 
for you to use in your classroom.  
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore comprehension strategies including meta-cognition
• Develop explicit instruction and teacher modelling skills
• Learn strategies for enhancing understanding 

Topic: Literacy

SESSION 3: Reading Power plus: Reading Power in the 
content areas
While teaching comprehension strategies in isolation is an important step in helping 
students construct meaning, applying the strategies to all aspects of learning is the 
primary goal. In this session, international speaker, author and teacher Adrienne Gear 
will explore how the Reading Power strategies can be applied to different areas of 
the curriculum. She will show examples of how these strategies can be applied to 
different units of study including Indigenous beliefs and customs, global justice, 
global citizenship and immigration.  
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand the power of metacognition
• Strengthen comprehension instruction skills
• Apply comprehension instruction

Topic: Literacy

SESSION 1: What is school culture and why should I care?
This session will make a clear distinction between school culture and school 
climate, and examine why it should be important to everyone. Anthony will explore 
the research history of this topic and why it has been widely ignored. He will also 
address what each and every member of a school community has to contribute to 
build a healthy and productive culture. This session will be a clear examination of how 
culture drives every action and decision made in schools.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand the importance of school culture from an empirical perspective
• Recognise the difference between a ‘healthy’ and ‘toxic’ culture
• Cultivate strategies and insights that start to engage the entire school 

community in the culture-building process
Topic: School improvement

SESSION 2: Transforming school culture framework
This presentation will address the issue of confl icting agendas within schools. 
A high-performing school has a very clear purpose: high levels of learning for all 
students. Anthony will examine the barriers to aligning individual agendas with the 
organisation’s agenda and what all parties must do to develop the synergy necessary 
to guarantee learning. He will examine the theoretical framework developed in the 
book Transforming school culture: How to overcome staff division (2018) as the basis 
for developing a collaborative culture.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Recognise how staff division develops and how we can prevent it
• Examine strategies that heal old social and professional wounds
• Plan how to create an environment where every professional can thrive

Topic: School improvement

SESSION 3: Building purpose and overcoming frustration on 
your improvement journey
This session will address two vital stages in the process of creating a healthy culture: 

1. establishing philosophical agreement and building shared purpose 
2. addressing staff frustration and discomfort with change. 

Anthony will explore the theories that highlight the importance of school culture for 
student learning and provide an abundance of practical strategies to start the process 
of transforming school culture.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Outline how to address counterproductive belief systems and form a cohesive 
team of student advocates

• Develop ways to analyse and manage staff frustration and intervention
• Dissect and understand the balance between support and accountability

Topic: School improvement

Anthony MUHAMMAD
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Carol TOMLINSON Fiona FORMAN

SESSION 1: Leading for differentiation
Change is rarely easy for humans – and certainly not easy for teachers. When we ask 
teachers to change their instructional patterns, we owe them the kind of persistent 
and intelligent support that is necessary to make that change. On the other hand, few 
leaders have had an opportunity to explore and refl ect on what it takes to successfully 
guide schoolwide change. This session offers 10 guidelines for leading schoolwide 
change for effectively differentiated classrooms. Learn from and refl ect on the 
experience of experts in leadership for school change and leaders who have been 
successful in working with teachers to create classrooms that work well for a very 
broad range of students. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Examine key principles of successfully leading schoolwide change for effective 
differentiation

• Discuss schoolwide practices and policies that encourage or discourage 
differentiation

• Explore challenges for teachers in learning to differentiate and how leaders can 
support teacher growth

Topic: Differentiation; Leadership

SESSION 2: Grading in a differentiated classroom
As teachers begin to apply the principles and practices of differentiation in their 
classrooms, a common question is ‘How would I grade that?’ On the surface, it can 
seem like grading and differentiation are simply incompatible. However, if we examine 
what experts, experience and research commend as effective grading practices, 
grading and differentiation are remarkably in sync. Carol will look at why grading 
and differentiation seem in confl ict, the shared goals of grading and differentiation, 
and a few principles that align the goals of grading and differentiation in ways that 
strengthen assessment, grading and instructional practices. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore views of several grading practices that contribute to student learning – 
and several that detract from student learning

• Discover several important assessment and grading practices that align with 
and support the goals of differentiation

• Learn how to report student grades in ways that are more understandable, 
more accurate and more useful to students, parents and other stakeholders

Topic: Differentiation; Assessment

SESSION 3: Do this, not that: A hands-on analysis of teacher 
plans for differentiation
There is no single right way to differentiate instruction, but there are ways that 
are more likely or less likely to be effective for the learners involved. This session 
is designed to examine pairs of teacher plans for differentiation in order to think 
together about small changes that can make a big difference in student success 
and teacher satisfaction. Carol will begin with some general criteria for effective 
differentiation, inviting modifi cation of the list as the session progresses. Then small 
groups will examine several pairs of lesson plans in relation to the evolving criteria 
with opportunity for small-group and large-group questions and reactions. Lesson 
plans will vary in grade level and subject area.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discover guidelines for planning and implementing instruction that is most 
likely to make room for students’ varied strengths and needs

• Discuss practical tips for adapting learning environments, curriculum, 
assessment, instruction, and classroom leadership and management so that 
teachers can reach more learners more successfully

• Discuss guidelines for analysing instruction to determine its impact on student 
growth

Topic: Differentiation; Teaching practice

 SESSION 1: Teacher well-being: Approaches from positive 
psychology
In the twenty-fi rst century teaching is rated as one of the most stressful careers 
across many different countries. Increasing workload, new initiatives, challenging 
behaviour and lack of resources are just some of the issues teachers face on a daily 
basis. If we don’t replenish and restore ourselves, we can quickly become depleted 
and emotionally exhausted. This has implications not only for ourselves but also 
for our students, as teacher well-being is linked to student well-being and also to 
student outcomes. Fortunately, the fi eld of positive psychology, the science of well-
being, can provide teachers with a rich array of skills and strategies to keep ourselves 
replenished and to help us to develop the resilience we need, not only to survive, but 
to thrive in the classroom.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Investigate the concept of well-being
• Review the causes of teacher stress
• Provide an overview of positive psychology
• Explore how interventions from positive psychology can restore and replenish 

teacher well-being

Topic: Well-being and mental health

SESSION 2: Helping our adolescents to fl ourish:
An introduction to the Wired for Well-Being program
Adolescence is a time of huge growth and challenge, and habits developed at this 
stage of life are often carried on into adulthood. The school system has incredible 
potential to positively shape this development. However, increasing numbers of our 
adolescents are presenting with mood disturbances, anxiety and depression. Whilst 
the causes of these challenges are complex, there is still a lot that teachers can 
do to empower young people by equipping them with the knowledge and skills to 
nurture their well-being. The Wired for Well-Being program is designed to provide 
young people with these skills, drawn from the fi elds of positive psychology and 
neuroscience.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the concept of neuroplasticity
• Review the challenges facing our adolescents
• Provide an overview of the Wired for Well-Being program
• Explore practical classroom interventions from the program

Topic: Well-being and mental health

SESSION 3: Raising resilient children: Approaches from 
positive psychology
Resilience is one of the greatest gifts we can give our children. We need to equip them 
with the skills they need to fl ourish and thrive in spite of the many challenges and 
obstacles that life will throw at them. Research shows that a number of protective 
factors, including the presence of ‘one good adult’ can help to build resilience in 
children. Teaching children skills such as healthy distraction, perspective and 
thought-disputation is also a powerful way to develop resilience through increasing 
their feelings of self-effi  cacy. Children also can benefi t from learning to accept and 
manage their strong negative emotions such as anger, frustration and anxiety. This 
workshop will introduce these skills, as well as an emotional regulation technique to 
deal with strong emotions.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore research on protective factors for building children’s resilience
• Outline a number of skills for building resilience
• Explore an emotional regulation technique for coping with strong emotions

Topic: Well-being and mental health
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Glen PEARSALL

      Glen PEARSALL

Janelle WILLS

SESSION 1: Practical approaches to peer observation and 
coaching
This session will explore the classroom observation process and discuss several 
data tools, apps and other techniques for eliciting and recording evidence. Glen 
will also investigate how to use this evidence-based approach as a way to foster 
collaborative discussion. The session will offer the opportunity to both trial the data 
tools using video of actual classrooms as well as watch these techniques be applied 
in real coaching conversations. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore how to use micro-data tools to measure the effect of specifi c teaching 
strategies and establish good everyday teaching habits

• Discuss protocols and routines for ensuring peer observation is safe for 
teachers and encourages rigorous self-refl ection, and explore question stems 
that help ensure peer conversations are fl uent and improvement focused

• Discover how to identify subtle changes of teaching practice that have the 
biggest impact on students 

• Examine the difference between attributive and non-attributive feedback
• Identify coaching techniques for helping teachers with a wide range of 

experience and abilities to refi ne their practice
Topic: Data; Teaching practice

SESSION 2: Practical approaches to teaching texts
Whether you are planning to study a new text, looking for a fresh approach to teach 
an old one or simply seeking strategies to provide more variety in your teaching, this 
workshop explores engaging and effective ways to explore both fi ction and non-
fi ction texts with your students.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Develop strategies for engaging reluctant or resistant readers
• Explore techniques for encouraging students to read deeper and work faster
• Discover games and activities for helping students clarify their thoughts and 

address their misconceptions 
• Discuss strategies for fostering more detailed and thoughtful written responses 

to texts
Topic: Literacy; English; Teaching practice

SESSION 3: Creating positive classrooms: Practical 
classroom management 
This workshop explores strategies for creating a positive and productive working 
environment for students and teachers. Featuring highly effective, easy-to-implement 
classroom management techniques, this session provides practical steps for 
teaching young people to take more responsibility for their own behaviour. Emphasis 
is placed on fi nding the lowest-level intervention possible for addressing off-task 
behaviours and getting students to concentrate on their learning – while also giving 
teachers a toolkit for addressing more extreme behaviours.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Prepare effective responses for pivoting around resistant or argumentative 
behaviours and getting students back to their learning 

• Develop non-verbal and other low-level intervention techniques for nudging 
students towards better decisions

• Discover techniques for getting and holding student attention
• Outline strategies for dealing with students who can’t rather than won’t modify 

their behaviour
• Attain techniques for turning around class groups whose behaviour has 

become distracted and disruptive
Topic: Behaviour management

The New Art and Science of Teaching
The New Art and Science of Teaching one-day workshop provides an opportunity for 
educators to either become familiar with or further their understanding of the New Art 
and Science of Teaching instructional framework developed by Dr Robert J Marzano. 

SESSION 1: 
Janelle will outline the three overarching categories in the New Art and Science of 
Teaching and explore the 10 design questions for teacher planning and 43 elements 
of effective teaching. The underpinning research and theory behind the framework 
will be highlighted. 
The session will also focus on the feedback category of the framework. In the New 
Art and Science of Feaching, feedback refers to the information loop between the 
teacher and the student that provides students with an awareness of what they 
should be learning and how they are doing. An essential element that serves this 
purpose is the provision of profi ciency scales. The session will introduce the process 
of developing profi ciency scales (a progression of learning) and consider how these 
can be used as a basis for effective feedback and assessment design. 

SESSION 2:
In this session the focus moves to the content category of the framework. Content 
refers to progressions of lessons that allow students to move from an initial 
understanding of content to application of content while continuously reviewing 
and upgrading their knowledge. Through practical and evidence-based strategies, 
explore ways for students to deepen their understanding and engage with cognitively 
complex tasks. Specifi cally, explore and experience strategies for examining 
similarities and differences, examining errors in reasoning and helping students 
continually loop through content they are learning so that they might integrate new 
knowledge with old. 

SESSION 3: 
Finally, the focus changes to addressing the broad category of context, which refers to 
students’ mental readiness during the teaching and learning process. Specifi cally, for 
students to be ready to learn they must have their needs met relative to engagement, 
order, a sense of belonging and a sense of high expectations. Engagement might be 
considered the gatekeeper to mental readiness. It is certainly a term that is commonly 
used in education but without clear agreement as to what it means (Marzano & 
Pickering, 2011). In the New Art and Science of Teaching, engagement is subdivided 
into four components: attention, being energised, being intrigued and being inspired. 
The strategies in this session will help teachers do just that.

Objectives and outcomes:
• Gain an awareness of the research related to the elements of the New Art and 

Science of Teaching (AITSL Standards: 1.2)
• Explore the instructional framework components, which include three 

categories, 10 design questions and 43 elements
• Examine and experience many of the 43 elements through modelled 

instructional strategies (AITSL Standards: 1.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2)
• Use refl ective guides as a means of enhancing instructional practices (AITSL 

Standards: 6.2)
Topic: Teaching practice
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Jay MCTIGHE Marie ALCOCK

Marie ALCOCK

Jay McTIGHE and Janelle McGANN

SESSION 1: What will kids need to know 25 years from now?
While most schools have a traditional curriculum that is overcrowded, ever expanding 
and examination driven, it is the twenty-fi rst century global skills of learning and 
innovation, technology mastery and the practical skills of life and self-reliance that 
are on the horizon. Core subjects from the traditional disciplines remain important. 
But threaded with timely and challenging twenty-fi rst century themes the curriculum 
comes alive with richness, rigour and relevance. Explore essential skills, including the 
3Rs and 7Cs, that prepare students for the twenty-fi rst century.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Preview twenty-fi rst century partnership skills
• Explore the seven critical skills
• Examine seven engaging instructional strategies

Topic: 21st century skills

SESSION 2: Questing: Maximising student engagement
Engagement is a buzzword in education today that signals student success and 
productivity. But what is it really? How do we measure it? How do we design learning 
experiences that maximise it? Dr Marie Alcock will share sections from her book 
The quest for learning: Maximizing student engagement (2017) that defi ne, structure 
and model examples of increasing engagement of students in all kinds of learning 
environments. This is the compelling why of personalised learning, which, once 
understood, maximises the results we want for all students.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the compelling why of personalised learning
• Develop a possible structure of quests 
• Model professional competence in the classroom
• Strategise moving into action with heat maps
• Examine maximising results with self-navigation and metacognition

Topic: Engagement

SESSION 3: Teaching self-navigation skills to all learners
Self-navigation is a skill all students and professionals need today. Heidi Hayes 
Jacobs and Marie Alcock list it as a key characteristic of a contemporary learner. 
Okay, but how do we actually teach it? How do we improve our performance in this 
area? This session begins with the story of a learning target and how it is the key to 
effective self-navigation. Marie will share the techniques from her book The quest for 
learning: Maximizing student engagement (2017) and how to actually design learning 
experiences to teach self-navigation. Discover how to promote student ownership 
and overtly teach students to navigate their own learning. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Defi ne the three selfi es (self-motivation, self-regulation, self-assessment)
• Review learning targets and their role in teaching self-navigation
• Clarify the role of metacognition
• Develop an overview of brain-based learning strategies 

Topic: Engagement

An introduction to Understanding by Design
What is understanding and how does it differ from knowing? What do we want 
students to understand and be able to do? What enduring knowledge is worth 
understanding? How will we know that students truly understand and can apply their 
knowledge in a meaningful way? How might we design our courses and units to 
emphasise understanding rather than coverage? In this introductory workshop, Jay 
and Janelle will explore these questions as they examine the use of the Understanding 
by Design framework within the Australian Curriculum.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the logic of backward design – a three-stage model for the 
development of well-aligned curriculum

• Dissect and unpack curriculum statements to determine the big ideas worthy 
of deep understanding

• Use essential questions to frame curriculum and focus on big ideas
• Explore practical tools for designing authentic performance tasks for assessing 

understanding
• Examine the AMT model for teaching for understanding 

Topic: Curriculum
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      John and Sheila ELLER

SESSION 1: Holding diffi  cult and professional conversations 
School leaders and educators have to be able to address concerns and issues with 
staff and colleagues. The conversations where concerns are addressed are normally 
referred to as diffi  cult. In this workshop, learn techniques and processes to plan and 
conduct diffi  cult conversations. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discuss what makes a conversation diffi  cult
• Compose statement starter examples to help you know what to say during the 

various phases of a diffi  cult conversation
• Gain the skills and confi dence to plan and deliver diffi  cult conversations back 

at school 
• Use a template for planning and delivering diffi  cult conversations

Topic: Leadership

SESSION 2: Planning and developing energised meetings
Meetings are varied. They can be experiences that teachers dread or they can be 
lively and engaging sessions where people actually learn and grow. In this session, 
John and Sheila delve into practical and easy-to-implement strategies to plan and 
deliver engaging staff meetings. Strategies include ways to get everyone involved 
from the start of a meeting, developing the physical structure of a meeting to 
maximise success, randomising grouping of teachers, breaking into smaller groups 
and a variety of other methods. Learn engaging strategies that can be immediately 
implemented to transform school staff meetings. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Outline how to make meetings the opportunity for job-embedded professional 
learning

• Discover ways to make meetings more engaging and purposeful for everyone 
involved

• Extend your repertoire of strategies to use at meetings to maximise their 
success

Topic: Leadership; School improvement

SESSION 3: Working positively during the school culture 
change process
In making changes to the culture of a school, some negative and resistant staff 
members will try to derail or stop the positive progress. In this session, learn how 
to identify these negative infl uences and then implement strategies to address the 
issues and keep the school culture change on track. Topics in this session will include 
categories of diffi  cult and resistant staff, conditions that can contribute to people’s 
diffi  culty and resistance, and strategies to address the behaviours while staying on 
track. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Develop an understanding of the attributes of school culture 
• Examine the elements of the change process
• Discuss what can lead to diffi  culties during a change process and how to 

navigate negative staff members
• Develop strategies to address concerns during change
• Investigate and understand the role of rituals and celebrations in effectively 

managing change
Topic: Leadership; School improvement

Lee WATANABE-CROCKETT

SESSION 1: Mindfulness: The heart of the practice (REPEAT)
Many people have experienced the typical ‘sit and think of nothing’ meditation 
sessions and, though feeling relaxed after, felt empty. It’s like eating air and wondering 
why we aren’t full. Western culture has taken from Buddhism the term ‘mindfulness’ 
without truly understanding the origin, purpose or true nature of the practice. This fun 
and informative session will bring what Lee Watanabe-Crockett has learned in the 
temples of Japan to demystify mindfulness and show how this practice relates to 
both Buddhist tradition and the development of the brain.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Learn what mindfulness practice is and what it is not
• Debunk the many misunderstandings and myths about this practice
• Understand the true nature of mindfulness and its potential
• Learn the foundations of mindfulness practice, which can be done anywhere

Topic: Well-being and mental health

SESSION 2: Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies 
of innovative learning – Part 1
Schools throughout Australia have been transforming learning, shifting to a holistic 
pedagogy designed to cultivate the general capabilities. But the question remains: 
how do we assess these critical encompassing skills? How do we assess problem-
solving skills or creativity as well as project- and inquiry-based tasks? As educators, 
what strategies can we use to give our students formative and summative feedback 
and provide an authentic and transparent assessment for inquiry and project-based 
learning tasks and activities? This session will delve into the six essential fl uencies 
for developing engaging, authentic learning experiences through worked examples.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand how to develop authentic learning tasks based around the future 
fl uencies 

• Develop a deeper, richer understanding of the vocabulary of assessment linked 
to Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy

• Examine the importance of judgement and evidence statements in the creation 
of formative assessment tools

• Identify the critical task elements and milestones required to develop task-
specifi c rubrics

• Produce exemplar material for assessment tasks
Topic: Well-being and mental health; Assessment

SESSION 3: Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies 
of innovative learning – Part 2
This session will build on the content presented in Part 1. Participants can choose to 
attend one or both of these sessions and will still come away with an understanding 
of holistic pedagogy and mindful assessment.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Understand how to develop authentic learning tasks based around the future 
fl uencies 

• Develop a deeper, richer understanding of the vocabulary of assessment linked 
to Bloom’s Digital Taxonomy

• Examine the importance of judgement and evidence statements in the creation 
of formative assessment tools

• Identify the critical task elements and milestones required to develop task-
specifi c rubrics

• Produce exemplar material for assessment tasks
Topic: Well-being and mental health; Assessment
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Adrian BERTOLINI
SESSION 1: Understanding and defi ning the purpose of STEM
There are a lot of misconceptions about STEM (science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics) and its cousin STEAM (which includes the arts). In many ways it 
has been hijacked by a focus on technology. In this session, Adrian will unpack the 
existing understanding of STEM and defi ne a meaningful purpose and context for 
STEM learning in schools. He will explore several lenses to deepen thinking – design 
thinking, habits and the neuroscience of learning, self-regulation, and beliefs and 
mindsets. During this session he will also explore examples from around Australia 
demonstrating how others are addressing the requirements of the technologies 
curriculum.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore current understanding and perceptions of STEM
• Develop foundational thinking for planning to address STEM and the 

technologies curriculum in schools
• Defi ne a meaningful purpose for STEM and begin to articulate the skills, 

thinking and mindset students should have
• Explore examples of practice and thinking from STEM educators around 

Australia
Topic: STEM

SESSION 2: Experiencing a design thinking challenge and the 
pedagogy of STEM
STEM and units that authentically integrate curriculum have the benefi t of creating a 
learning environment that naturally develops thinking as well as capabilities such as 
collaboration, empathy, resilience and a growth mindset. In this session experience 
a simple hands-on design challenge. This challenge will not only demonstrate how 
teachers can introduce design thinking to students but also model how teachers can 
bring the pedagogy of STEM into other learning. Gain a deeper understanding of how 
to integrate STEM thinking into learning as well as how to spark innovation, creativity 
and self-regulation in students.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore and experience a simple design challenge to lay the foundation for 
critical and creative thinking, problem-solving and collaboration

• Articulate the design thinking process as a core framework for STEM
• Discuss and demonstrate how teachers can introduce STEM thinking into any 

lesson
Topic: STEM

SESSION 3: Assessing STEM learning
In this session we will discuss assessing learning progression in STEM. In essence, 
there are three aspects to consider:

• assessing the knowledge, skills and thinking specifi c to the curriculum areas 
being covered

• assessing learning progression in the underlying thinking frameworks 
(computational, design, system) 

• assessing learning progression in the general capabilities and self-regulation.
Adrian will explore various approaches to measuring learning progression in 
transdisciplinary units. This session will also provide an opportunity to design and 
develop rubrics, allowing for the practical application of the knowledge discussed. 
Adrian will end the session by discussing structures that will support STEM learning 
in the classroom.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discuss assessing STEM learning and systemising student self-assessment
• Evaluate examples of STEM assessment approaches from educators around 

Australia
• Create a rubric for a transdisciplinary unit 
• Identify the key elements necessary for success

Topic: STEM

SESSION 1: Writing Power: Effective writing instruction and 
assessment
In this Pinterest-driven world, writing lessons are often based on the product, rather 
than the process. In this session, Adrienne Gear will outline how to set up an effective 
process-driven writing program. Based on this approach, she will discuss thoughts on 
an effective weekly writing routine, writing goals, effective editing, conferencing and 
assessment practices. Adrienne will share student samples, practical mini lessons 
and recommend anchor books to support writing lessons. This session provides 
many lessons and ideas to revamp and recharge any writing program!
Objectives and outcomes:

• Clarify primary writing instruction
• Explore a process-driven approach to writing
• Discuss assessing writing including conferencing, coaching and goal setting
• Demonstrate explicit teaching and modelling
• Plan writing goals, routines and skills

Topic: Literacy; English

SESSION 2: Non-fi ction Writing Power
Tired of the same old descriptive animal report? This workshop will explore fresh 
ideas for helping students write in the content areas. In this dynamic session, 
Adrienne Gear will share lessons and ideas from her book Nonfi ction Writing Power. 
She will explain the importance of teaching students the key to successful writing 
by examining six non-fi ction writing structures: (1) description, (2) instruction, (3) 
persuasion, (4) explanation, (5) comparison and (6) biography. She will give examples 
of technique lessons that will help students be more effective writers and will share 
student samples. As always, she will highlight anchor books to support these lessons. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Analyse writing information for primary and middle grades
• Examine six non-fi ction writing structures
• Demonstrate explicit teaching and modelling 
• Link non-fi ction writing to content areas

Topic: Literacy; English

SESSION 3: A powerful year of writing: Organising your 
writing program in three easy structures 
Teaching writing can be challenging and sometimes it’s hard to know how to cover 
all the mechanics, structures and traits in one school year. In this session see how 
Adrienne has organised the challenges of trying to ‘fi t it all in’ into a simple framework 
that includes personal narratives, information writing and story writing. Gain valuable 
insight into how to prepare writing opportunities for student as well as a year plan, 
useful mini lessons and new anchor books to fi ll the year with powerful writing.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discuss writing structures 
• Plan writing opportunities for students across a year 
• Explore mini lessons to support writing structures

Topic: Literacy; English

Adrienne GEAR

Adrienne GEAR
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Anthony MUHAMMAD
SESSION 1: Bringing the four PLC questions to life
This session will focus on systemic implementation of the four PLC questions:
(1) curriculum, (2) assessment, (3) academic interventions and (4) academic 
enrichment. Develop a powerful understanding of what it takes to move from 
theory into practical systemic implementation with the invaluable knowledge in this 
session. With a focus on creating positive student outcomes, useful assessments 
and effective academic intervention, Anthony provides practical strategies that can 
be immediately applied upon return to school.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Practise developing essential standards and student outcomes
• Explore the process of creating useful and valid common assessments
• Identify how to methodically create an effective academic intervention system 

that meets the individual needs of students
Topic: Professional learning communities

SESSION 2: The four skills of transformational leaders
This session will address the importance of transformational leadership. School 
culture provides the context for all good strategies. A leader who understands how 
to motivate, develop and build consensus is worth their weight in gold. Today’s era of 
constant change requires leadership that understands the development of human 
capital. Anthony will examine four leadership competencies: communication, trust 
building, professional support and accountability. This session will highlight the 
importance of positive school culture and how leaders can encourage transformation 
in schools and inspire others to embrace it. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Dissect the true meaning and value of school culture
• Verify the importance of developing consensus
• Acquire practical skills that inspire others to embrace change

Topic: Leadership; School improvement

SESSION 3: Collaboration is a lifestyle, not a meeting!
This session will address the collaborative characteristics of a high-performing PLC. 
Learn how teachers, support staff, school administration and central offi  ce all work 
together to improve school performance. Anthony will address the issue of staff 
resistance to change and the leader’s role in building consensus. With a focus on 
balance, he will address two key areas: creating a culture of collaboration and how to 
create an environment where people embrace collective responsibility.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Outline how to construct and protect productive collaborative relationships
• Discuss how to create organisational coherence and ensure collaboration at 

every level of the school community
• Distinguish the balance between support and accountability

Topic: Professional learning communities

Gavin GRIFT

Gavin GRIFT
SESSION 1: Becoming an exceptional coach
Teaching is a complex activity and coaching teachers is equally complex, but it has 
proven to be one of the most promising approaches to eliciting genuine pedagogical 
change. Teachers who think at higher levels produce students who are higher 
achieving, more cooperative and better problem solvers. It is the invisible skills of 
teaching that produce superior instruction. In this session with Gavin, discover 
how cognitive coaching capitalises on and enhances cognitive processes and can 
improve your capability for coaching others to be successful in their work. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Discover the power of coaching to enhance teaching skills 
• Explore how coaching can enhance refl ective practices 

Topic: Leadership

SESSION 2: Infl uencing up, down and within: The fi ve critical 
roles for teacher leadership
Educational practices are under major transition from a focus on teaching to a focus 
on learning that prepares all students to be ready for the challenges their future brings. 
Principals are striving to develop leadership within the teacher ranks to support these 
signifi cant reforms. This workshop provides teacher leaders with the mindsets and 
skillsets to take on new and expanded leadership roles.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Evaluate and refl ect on what it means to be a leader of learning
• Analyse and understand the importance of identity
• Model application of frameworks for leadership
• Distinguish dialogue and discussion

Topic: Leadership

SESSION 3: Five Ways of Being: What Learning Leaders think, 
do and say every day
Learning is our core business and needs to sit at the heart of all we think, say and 
do as leaders. From the top all the way through every level of leadership there needs 
to be an understanding, agreement and clear articulation of what being a leader 
of learning in that organisation looks like, sounds like and means. This workshop 
supports leaders of learning to understand what is critical for them to say and do 
each day they commit to move from a model of doing to a model of being. Gavin 
will outline practical ways leaders can undertake a journey of self-discovery while 
ensuring they are laying a pathway for others to lead learning. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Cultivate the skills to genuinely lead learning in others 
• Determine the environmental conditions required for your colleagues to 

become leaders of learning
• Assess practical strategies to make this happen

Topic: Leadership
16
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 Jay McTIGHE and Carol TOMLINSON

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by Design and 
differentiated instruction 
Today’s educators are faced with the pressures of addressing outcomes in academic 
disciplines along with developing twenty-fi rst century skills. At the same time, students 
in today’s classrooms typically represent a broad range of cultures, races, languages, 
exceptionalities, academic readiness levels, interests and approaches to learning 
with the result that teachers often struggle to plan and teach in ways that effectively 
address the needs of the students they teach. This workshop will examine the 
mutually supportive connections between the Understanding by Design® curriculum-
planning framework and differentiated instruction, focusing on the interrelated needs 
in order to address content in rich and authentic ways while remaining responsive to 
the diversity of learners. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore ways in which Understanding by Design supports the development of a 
rich curriculum suitable for differentiation

• Develop strategies for addressing differences in learners’ readiness levels, 
interests and learning profi les in the context of a quality curriculum

• Distinguish links between classroom assessment strategies and responsive 
instruction

• Evaluate criteria for analysing the quality of curriculum and quality of 
differentiation

• Detail the 3Ps of grading and reporting
• Discuss ideas for further connecting differentiated instruction and 

Understanding by Design in classrooms, schools and regions 
Topic: 21st century skills; Curriculum

Carol TOMLINSON

Janelle WILLS
SESSION 1: Developing metacognitive behaviours 
Metacognition, when fully developed, is the gift that keeps on giving – enhancing 
learning but also contributing to success in life. The term has been bandied about 
in our educational jargon for decades, but what does it actually entail, why is it so 
important and, most importantly, how do you develop these vital skills in students? 
Janelle will explore these important questions and provide practical strategies that 
address this area of student development. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Analyse the two main areas of metacognition – metacognitive knowledge and 
metacognitive regulation

• Attain strategies for helping students develop metacognitive skills in general 
and specifi c academic areas

• Discuss the link between self-effi  cacy, metacognition and learning 
• Explore practical ways to enhance self-effi  cacy and student motivation

Topic: Teaching practice; Engagement

SESSION 2:  Dialogue for meaning making
 Research shows the effectiveness of dialogue for learning and the curriculum 
requires that students learn this skill, so why is it that teacher talk still predominates 
in classroom practice? The answer is simple – the approach in practice, rather than 
in theory, is diffi  cult. The reality is that teachers are faced with numerous challenges 
when introducing dialogue to the classroom. They want to ensure that valuable 
instructional time is not being wasted with discussions that are not effectively 
engaging all students in deeper levels of thinking, the exchanging of ideas and 
meaning making. This workshop addresses these issues with practical strategies 
that can be implemented across learning areas and year levels. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Identify practical strategies for establishing routines and norms for equitable 
participation and accountability 

• Cultivate protocols for structuring and scaffolding group dialogue so that 
discussions don’t stall, deteriorate into negative dialogue or waste valuable 
instructional time by not producing a meaningful outcome

Topic: Teaching practice; Engagement

SESSION 3: Ethical thinking: What is it? How is it developed?
 Given the extensive research available, it is diffi  cult to raise a case against the 
importance of teaching thinking skills. However, in this era of accountability, 
standardised testing and obsession with input and output, the teaching of thinking 
skills often goes by the wayside. Now more than ever we need to create the time 
for greater dialogue, for students to see knowledge as information known so far 
rather than fi nal, and to create opportunities for students to think and wonder, wonder 
and think and, most importantly, consider ethical responses. Students need time to 
engage in ethical reasoning and to ponder diffi  cult questions: Just because I can do 
something, is it the correct thing to do? Is this problem a problem that needs to be 
addressed? Is this the best solution to the problem ethically? What other problems 
are overlooked by society? In this session, Janelle will outline strategies to promote 
the development of ethical thinking skills in students.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore and understand the emerging fi eld of ethical intelligence
• Examine strategies for developing and modelling ethical thinking in the 

classroom 
Topic: 21st century skills

Janelle WILLS
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SESSION 1: Developing and supporting leadership teams
To build a collaborative culture, a leadership team is essential. In this session, learn 
how to develop and support a leadership team in your school. Topics discussed 
in this session will include establishing the team and vision, working with diverse 
personalities and opinions, developing consensus, building leadership with 
colleagues and peers, and helping the team tackle diffi  cult issues. Leave the session 
with practical ideas and strategies you can implement immediately when you return 
to your school.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Determine the essential elements for successful team function
• Assess how to set and implement team norms
• Identify strategies to manage and productively use confl ict
• Dissect how to build teacher leadership and ownership

Topic: Leadership

SESSION 2: Developing the ‘care factor’ in your school
As a part of a healthy school culture, leaders need to develop and nurture an 
atmosphere where students and educators experience a sense that their best 
interests are at the centre of the school. This atmosphere is commonly called the 
‘care factor’. In this workshop, learn about the importance of the care factor and how 
it improves the climate and culture of the school and improves student engagement 
and learning.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Attain ways to increase educators’ care factor
• Identify ways to implement these strategies at your school to build a learning-

focused environment
• Explore and experience practical and time-tested strategies to develop the care 

factor in your school
Topic: Leadership; School improvement

SESSION 3: Leading in rapidly changing times
In the last fi ve years, schools have faced rapid shifts and challenges, including 
distance learning, social media, mobile phones and changing demographics. Leading 
in these rapidly changing times requires a clear vision, fl exibility, the ability to develop 
leadership in others, self-care and many other skills. Learn skills and strategies to 
navigate these changing and turbulent times while staying engaged, motivated and 
healthy.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the rapid changes affecting society and schools
• Discover how to understand these changes and develop strategies to 

successfully navigate them
• Discuss how to take care of your staff, your teachers and yourself
• Cultivate ways to distribute and build leadership in others
• Ascertain how to stay focused while being fl exible in how to proactively address 

changes
Topic: Leadership

John and Sheila ELLER

John and Sheila ELLER

Continued...

Julie CANHAM
An introduction to RTI at Work 
The Response to Intervention (RTI) at Work approach is built on the PLC at Work 
framework. It offers powerful, research-based practices to help a PLC at Work 
school or district ensure that all students learn at high levels. RTI is not a series of 
implementation steps to cross off on a list but a way of thinking about how educators 
can ensure each child receives the time and support needed to achieve success. 
This basic overview is for teams who have had PLC at Work training or are interested 
in how RTI at Work builds on the PLC at Work framework. Leave with a basic 
understanding of RTI at Work and the three tiers of the pyramid. Having common 
knowledge, common language and common expectations around the PLC at Work 
process and RTI at Work is critical in deep sustained implementation.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Identify the role of a leadership team or guiding coalition and how they lead the 
shift to a culture of collective responsibility

• Discuss how collaborative teacher teams take the lead to defi ne essential 
learnings

• Explore the concept of the intervention team to address complex issues such 
as motivation, attendance and behaviour

• Examine an overview of RTI at Work pyramid and the essential actions of each 
of the three teams at Tiers 1, 2 and 3 

Topic: Behaviour management

Marie ALCOCK

SESSION 1: Designing modern learning spaces: Architecture, 
furniture and curriculum
How can we design learning spaces to support and engage modern students? 
Educators worldwide are creating remarkable learning environments in schools. 
Whether considering purchasing new forms of furniture, repurposing existing spaces 
or creating totally new types of schools, join Marie Alcock for an exciting session 
exploring what is possible. She will share a wide array of physical spaces and 
architectural plans with real examples and stunning photographs of new building 
designs, blueprints and furniture design, including makerspaces, new library and 
media repurposing and outdoor facilities. Most importantly, her focus will be on 
how these spaces are the nest for rich curriculum planning and personalised inquiry. 
Recognising the range of budget considerations that exist in our schools, she will 
propose manageable next steps and actions to assist in shaping building- or district-
based planning needs.
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Selena FISK

Selena FISKContinued...

Continued... Continued...

SESSION 1: Characteristics of effective data-informed 
leadership 
There is much discussion about the attributes that contribute to effective school 
leaders, but the existing research and literature often doesn’t consider effective 
leadership through the lens of the data-informed landscape. Middle and senior 
leaders leading in this context have the added complications of teacher perceptions 
of data, the data literacy of the entire team and the different ways that are available 
to measure and track change. This session is useful for middle and senior leaders or 
those aspiring to these roles in the future. It will consider the ways in which leaders 
mediate the changing data-informed landscape and lead staff through data-informed 
change.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Examine the characteristics of effective leaders
• Detail the elements of effective data-informed leadership
• Discuss and refl ect on one’s own leadership

Topic: Data; Leadership
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SESSION 2: Developing an action plan for data-informed change
Data must make its way off educators’ laptops and data walls and into tangible action 
and change for students in classrooms. This session will step through an 11-stage 
process of converting data to measurable change and will teach how to set goals for 
action plans in context. Each of the stages for change will be unpacked during this 
session, allowing consideration of how to create an action plan for and lead data-
informed change in schools. The challenges of each stage will be discussed as well 
as possible strategies for approaching each step and overcoming hurdles.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Detail the 11 key steps of data-informed change 
• Create an action plan or series of steps for change in context
• Analyse challenges and discuss methods to overcome them

Topic: Data; School improvement

SESSION 3: Developing data-informed learners
Data have the power to inform and change pedagogy and consequently the 
outcomes for the young people in our care. To maximise the impact that data can 
have, educators must understand the power of using data in conversations with 
students. Educators know about the power of feedback, but they often need support 
in developing strategies to discuss data in feedback with students. This session will 
provide some possible approaches for engaging students in data conversations and 
discuss the ways that teachers and school leaders can build data-informed learners.
Objectives and outcomes:

• Explore the benefi ts of involving students in data conversations
• Develop strategies to have conversations with students about data

Topic: Data; Engagement

Objectives and outcomes:
• Explore what modern learning spaces can mean for you
• Examine what is possible by looking at approaches and case studies
• Strategise budgets to discover what can be done for buildings right now with 

less than $100
Topic: Engagement; Teaching practice

SESSION 2: Making questing work for all students
There is a myth in our fi eld that we must choose between standards and personalised 
meaningful learning experiences. Questing is a way to meet both foundational non-
negotiables in a guaranteed and viable curriculum and personalised experiences 
that create joyful, meaningful, career-like, ‘making the world a better place’ learning 
experiences. Marie Alcock will share the structure and design of these balanced 
learning experiences and a model for creating them in any school for any student. 
Questing is possible in a world of standards, and we can make them real for all kinds 
of learners. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Defi ne questing 
• Strategise a model for balance between foundational skills and personalised 

experiences
• Explore self-navigation tools to support the process

Topic: Engagement

SESSION 3: The new teacher job description
How can we prepare our learners for their future? Marie Alcock dives deep into the 
impact of contemporary pedagogy on all aspects of our profession, and the result is 
the debut of the new job description for educators. Explore the range of new skills and 
expectations Marie outlines through the six capacities of the contemporary teacher 
and what they look like in the classroom. Contemporary students need contemporary 
teachers, and this session empowers you to take hold of the narrative and public 
discourse around educators. 
Objectives and outcomes:

• Review why we teach and discuss the classical commitment
• Explore pedagogy (antiquated, classical, contemporary)
• Defi ne the contemporary learner and examine the six capacities of the 

contemporary teacher 
• Strategise a partnership model in action
• Design stages for creating an environment for the new teacher

Topic: Teaching practice; 21st century skills
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Dynamic, self-guided professional learning 
from top experts – anytime and anywhere

Global PD makes it possible to collaborate with your team no matter where they may be. With 
a digital library of 700+ videos, books, study guides and reproducibles, this award-winning 
learning platform will help educators continue their professional learning – anytime and anywhere.

Plus, explore accredited mini-courses based on the work of bestselling authors. Each mini-course is 
expert-approved and composed of a curated collection of videos and resources that delve deep into 
key topic areas. It’s easier than ever to undertake professional learning at your own pace – in your 
own place.

Topics include:
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• High reliability schools
• Response to intervention (RTI at Work)
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The Hawker Brownlow Education bookstore at the Thinking & Learning Conference offers the very best 
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Visit us on the Promenade during the Thinking & Learning Conference.

All major payment methods accepted, including on school account.
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Conference Location Accommodation and Travel
Caulfi eld Racecourse, Melbourne
Caulfi eld Racecourse is located approximately 12 

kilometres from Melbourne CBD. It is accessible 

via all forms of public transport and free car 

parking is available.

Hotels located in the Melbourne CBD offer the 

best amenities and value for attendees of the 

2021 Thinking & Learning Conference with a 

regular 15-minute train service between the CBD 

and Caulfi eld the easiest way to arrive.

Accommodation may be booked directly with your 

desired hotel or through our preferred travel agent, 

Elysian Travel. Elysian can help arrange fl ights and 

accommodation for individuals and groups.

Trains: Caulfi eld Station
Metro trains
Frankston, Dandenong, Cranbourne and 

Pakenham lines. Approximately 15 minutes from 

Melbourne CBD.

Contact Elysian Travel:
www.elysiantravel.com.au

Email: support@elysiantravel.com.au

Phone: 03 9069 5099

Need help with travel 
and accommodation?

Contact Elysian for travel deals

Please note all conference registration 

queries need to be directed to the following 

email conferences@hbe.com.au

fl ights     accommodation      group travel

For more information visit www.hbe.com.au/hbconf

ACCOMMODATION AND TRAVEL

V/Line trains
Traralgon and Bairnsdale

Buses:
624
Kew–Oakleigh via Caulfi eld, Carnegie, Darling 

and Chadstone

900 SmartBus
Stud Park Shopping Centre–Caulfi eld via 

Monash University and Chadstone

Tram: Route 3 or 3a
Melbourne University–East Malvern

Car
Free car parking is provided in Car Park 2, 

entry via Gate 2.

View the complete terms and conditions for conference registrations at www.hbe.com/hbconf

Registration
Fill in your details, select your sessions and pay for your registration online. Alternatively, download the 

registration forms to complete and send back. You can also download the conference brochure.

Daily schedule
See session and break times for each day of the conference and which sessions are being presented on 

which day.

Meet the speakers
Find detailed information about the speakers presenting at the conference each day and their topic areas.

Venue
See where Caulfi eld Racecourse is and the best ways to get there from around Melbourne.

Accommodation options
Travelling from interstate? See nearby accommodation options and their contact information. 



Scan and email to: conferences@hbe.com.au 
or register online at: www.hbe.com.au/hbconf

REGISTRATION SESSION 

Selection Form
How to register

Conference participant’s name:

• Tick your preferences for sessions 1, 2 and 3 for each day you are attending.

• Team discounts are available for fi ve (5) or more people registering together from one institution – please complete separate 

registration forms for each registrant. 

• Shared registration packages are available for up to three (3) participants from one institution – please complete session preferences 

for each registrant.

• Please ensure all postal, email and contact details are completed in full.

THURSDAY 20 MAY

✓ 8.45 AM –
10.30 AM SESSION ONE

ANDERSON The Learning Landscape

FISK Using and analysing data in Australian schools

FORMAN
Helping our kids to fl ourish: An introduction to 
the Weaving Well-Being program

GEAR
Powerful Understanding: Deepening 
understanding of self, others and the world

GRIFT
Collaborative teams at work: 12 actions to make 
a PLC cycle of learning thrive

McTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum 
and assessment system for twenty-fi rst century 
learning

PEARSALL
Practical questioning techniques for eliciting and 
responding to your students

TOMLINSON 
& McGANN

Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 1

WILLS Engaging learners  

✓ 11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO

ANDERSON
Growth mindsets: Creating a culture of growth 
in your classroom and school

FISK Using data walls to maximise student success

FORMAN
Embedding the Weaving Well-Being program 
into the whole-school setting

GEAR
Powerful understanding: Deepening 
understanding of self, others and the world

GRIFT
Teachers as architects of learning: Effective 
strategies for learning-focused teachers 

McTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum 
and assessment system for twenty-fi rst century 
learning

PEARSALL
Learning goals and feedback techniques that 
are fast, formative and effective

TOMLINSON 
& McGANN

Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Future-focused learning: 10 essential shifts of 
everyday practice – Part 2

WILLS Building academic vocabulary 

✓ 1.45 PM –
3.30 PM SESSION THREE

ANDERSON
Learner agency: Defi ning quality learning and 
creating quality learners

FISK Using data to support gifted and ‘at-risk’ students

FORMAN
You matter here: A whole-school approach to 
nurturing children’s well-being

GEAR
Powerful understanding: Deepening 
understanding of self, others and the world

GRIFT Strengthen your use of explicit instruction 

McTIGHE
Creating an understanding-based curriculum 
and assessment system for twenty-fi rst century 
learning

PEARSALL
Reducing correction more quickly as a third-
stage tool

TOMLINSON 
& McGANN

Differentiating instruction: A practical exploration

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindfulness: The heart of the practice

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching reading

FRIDAY 21 MAY
✓ 8.45 AM –

10.30 AM SESSION ONE

ALCOCK What will kids need to know 25 years from now?

ELLER & ELLER Holding diffi cult and professional conversations 

FORMAN
Teacher well-being: Approaches from positive 
psychology

GEAR
Reading Power: Linking thinking to reading 
instruction

McTIGHE & 
McGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design

MUHAMMAD What is school culture and why should I care?

PEARSALL
Practical approaches to peer observation and 
coaching

TOMLINSON Leading for differentiation

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindfulness: The heart of the practice (REPEAT)

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching

✓ 11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO

ALCOCK Questing: Maximising student engagement

ELLER & ELLER Planning and developing energised meetings

FORMAN
Helping our adolescents to fl ourish: An 
introduction to the Wired for Well-Being program

GEAR Going deeper with Reading Power 

McTIGHE & 
McGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design

MUHAMMAD Transforming school culture framework

PEARSALL Practical approaches to teaching texts

TOMLINSON Grading in a differentiated classroom

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies 
of innovative learning – Part 1

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching

✓ 1.45 PM –
3.30 PM SESSION THREE

ALCOCK Teaching self-navigation skills to all learners

ELLER & ELLER
Working positively during the school culture 
change process

FORMAN
Raising resilient children: Approaches from 
positive psychology

GEAR
Reading Power plus: Reading Power in the 
content areas

McTIGHE & 
McGANN

An introduction to Understanding by Design

MUHAMMAD
Building purpose and overcoming frustration on 
your improvement journey

PEARSALL
Creating positive classrooms: Practical 
classroom management 

TOMLINSON
Do this, not that: A hands-on analysis of teacher 
plans for differentiation

WATANABE-
CROCKETT

Mindful assessment: The six essential fl uencies 
of innovative learning – Part 2

WILLS The New Art and Science of Teaching

SATURDAY 22 MAY

✓
8.45 AM –
10.30 AM SESSION ONE

ALCOCK
Designing modern learning spaces: 
Architecture, furniture and curriculum

BERTOLINI Understanding and defi ning the purpose of STEM

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 

ELLER & ELLER Developing and supporting leadership teams

FISK
Characteristics of effective data-informed 
leadership 

GEAR
Writing power: Effective writing instruction and 
assessment

GRIFT Becoming an exceptional coach 

MUHAMMAD Bringing the four PLC questions to life

TOMLINSON 
& McTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

WILLS Developing metacognitive behaviours 

✓ 11.00 AM –
12.45 PM SESSION TWO

ALCOCK Making questing work for all students

BERTOLINI
Experiencing a design thinking challenge and 
the pedagogy of STEM

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 

ELLER & ELLER Developing the ‘care factor’ in your school

FISK
Developing an action plan for data-informed 
change

GEAR Non-fi ction writing power

GRIFT
Infl uencing up, down and within: The fi ve 
critical roles for teacher leadership

MUHAMMAD The four skills of transformational leaders

TOMLINSON 
& McTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

WILLS Dialogue for meaning making

✓ 1.45 PM –
3.30 PM SESSION THREE

ALCOCK The new teacher job description

BERTOLINI Assessing STEM learning

CANHAM An introduction to RTI at Work 

ELLER & ELLER Leading in rapidly changing times

FISK Developing data-informed learners

GEAR
A powerful year of writing: Organising your 
writing program in three easy structures 

GRIFT
Five Ways of Being: What Learning Leaders 
think, do and say every day 

MUHAMMAD Collaboration is a lifestyle, not a meeting!

TOMLINSON 
& McTIGHE

Connecting content and kids: Understanding by 
Design and differentiated instruction 

WILLS Ethical thinking: What is it? How is it developed?



REGISTRATION Form
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0Register before 1 March 2021 to 
receive early bird pricing!

RATE PER PERSON

METHOD OF PAYMENT
INVOICE

❍  Please invoice school/institution (offi cial purchase order must be supplied). 

Purchase order number: ___________________________________

CREDIT CARD 

❍ School/Institution credit card   ❍ Personal credit card   ❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard 

Card number:  

     

Amount: $ _________________  Expiry date:________________ CVV : _____________ 

Signature: _____________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   

❍ Cheque –  Please make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

REGISTRANT 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________

Position:  ________________________________________________________________

Mobile:  _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements:  ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

REGISTRANT 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________

Position:  ________________________________________________________________

Mobile:  _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements:  ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

REGISTRANT 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________

Position:  ________________________________________________________________

Mobile:  _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements:  ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

REGISTRANT 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________

Position:  ________________________________________________________________

Mobile:  _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements:  ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

SCHOOL/INSTITUTION

School/Institution:  __________________________________________________________

Address:  ________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

State: _______________  Postcode:  ___________________________________________

Phone (___)  _____________________________________________________________

Fax (___)  _______________________________________________________________

Email address for invoice  ________________________________________________________

REGISTRANT 

Name:  __________________________________________________________________

Position:  ________________________________________________________________

Mobile:  _________________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________

Dietary requirements:  ___________________________________________________________

Individual email addresses must be provided for each registration

Please tick:   20 May    21 May    22 May

Please tick:   20 May    21 May    22 MayPlease tick:   20 May    21 May    22 May

Please tick:   20 May    21 May    22 MayPlease tick:   20 May    21 May    22 May

*Group Rate applies to 5 or more registrations when booked at the same time

Scan and email to:

or register online at: 

Registration includes: 
morning tea       lunch       conference materials

Other ways to register: 
Phone: 03 8558 2444  or  Fax: 03 8558 2400

Hawker Brownlow Education, P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia     

ABN: 77 093 854 892           For terms and conditions visit www.hbe.com.au/hbconf

REGISTRATION TYPE EARLY BIRD 
(Individual Rate)

EARLY BIRD 
(Group Rate) INDIVIDUAL RATE GROUP RATE

3 Day $945.00 $910.00* $1,075.00 $1,030.00*

2 Day $670.00 $645.00* $750.00 $720.00*

1 Day $350.00 $335.00* $395.00 $380.00*
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